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Abstract—This paper explores the rationale behind the Complete Voronoi Diagram (CVD) Localization, which is a computational geometry approach to the wireless network localization. Our work consists mainly of three parts. The first part focuses on the analysis of CVD’s mathematical properties. We characterize CVD’s central tendency as the mirror-image distribution and provide mathematical formula for its probability density function. We also provide a closed formula for the relationship between CVD’s vertices, chords, and faces, the average chord length, the average edge number of a CVD polygon. And the expressions for the average overall and local positioning error are also provided. Based upon these findings, we show that the convergence speed for a CVD based localization scheme is quadratic, and the optimal time and space complexities are $O(n^2)$ and $O(n)$, respectively. The second part proposes a novel approach, called Polling, which utilizes the concept of the Error Region, to further improve the accuracy. Polling, in theory, enables us to make use of the topology information with the quantity up to $O(n^2)$ provided by CVD for localization, while a conventional CVD scheme can use only $O(1)$ such information. The third part, through simulations, shows how to use the qADC (quasi Analog-to-Digital Conversion) strategy to handle signal errors. Combined with Polling and qADC, a CVD scheme can provide a simple, robust and powerful solution to the wireless network localization. Some of our findings and methods may also contribute to the field of computational geometry its own.

Index Terms—Localization, complete Voronoi diagram, mirror image distribution, polling, wireless networks.

1 INTRODUCTION

Location awareness is considered fundamental to wireless applications because in many situations the information collected and communicated by devices is meaningful only in conjunction with the location knowledge. Many mathematical models or methods have been employed to address the localization issue. As an example, in the well-known trilateration model, one can pinpoint the unique position by solving three quadratic equations with two unknowns if we know the location of three anchor nodes. However, there are still some models whose characteristics are not well-understood. In this work, we try to understand a typical localization method based on Complete Voronoi Diagram (CVD) localization model (see Fig.1 for illustration).

In Fig.1a, we uniformly and randomly deploy $n$ beacons (a.k.a. anchors) in a network region $K$ (a square with side length 100 meters in this example) and we want to compute the location of wireless nodes whose positions are not shown in the figure. Assume that we can compute the distance from a wireless node to some anchor nodes in the network. Then using the proximity relationship, the global geometry region will be partitioned into many subregions. When the proximity relationship is simply comparison of the Euclidean distances from the wireless node to the set of anchor nodes, the region is partitioned into Voronoi diagram [30], where each subregion corresponds to one anchor node, denoting that the wireless nodes in this region is closest to this specific anchor node.
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all beacon pairs. $K$ is thus divided by chords (the intersections of bisectors and $K$) into many small polygons and each unknown wireless node will decide for which polygon it should belong to according to some physical properties of the signals received from anchors (we do not consider signal errors at this point). The rule is as follow- ing: the perpendicular bisector joining two anchors, say A and B respectively, divides the plane into two half planes. And an unknown node, say $u$, compares the RSS$_A$ (Received Signal Strength of beacon $A$) with RSS$_B$. If $u$ finds that RSS$_A$ > RSS$_B$, then $u$ knows it is of close proximity to A. Thus $u$ decides it should belong to the half plane which contains A. This process continues until all the beacon pairs are checked out. Finally, $u$ will get an intersection of all the half planes and $K$, which is a Polygon Attached to $u$ (symbolized as AP$_u$), and take the centroid of AP$_u$ as its position estimate (Note: CVD schemes welcome all measurements changing roughly monotonically with the distance other than RSS. We will discuss this issue in section 7).

The graph in Fig.1b is called the Complete Voronoi Diagram (CVD) because of that all materials to form the conventional Voronoi diagram are preserved in the graph (see Fig.1a in section 5.3 for illustration) and the essential similarity between these two kinds of graphs.

No matter what we call it, CVD has already been used for the wireless network localization [40, 42]. In [40], the authors assign each vertex, edge and polygon in CVD a unique sequence (see Fig.2g), and let the unknown node search the sequence table to locate itself. Using RSS, [40] conducts real MICA 2 motes experiments for both indoor and outdoor localization, the results show that it can achieve 3.3 and 2.3 meters level accuracy when 5 references nodes are deployed. In [42], the authors developed the RF-Compass system, which formulates CVD as a convex optimization problem, and use it for the robot navigation. Using multipath profile [43] as the measurement, when four RFIDs are equipped by the target, RF-Compass can pinpoint target center and orientation to the accuracy of 1.28 cm and 3.3°, respectively. Such accuracy is comparable to other state-of-the-art localization systems: ZEE [34] developed a zero-effort solution to crowdsourcing WiFi data for indoor localization and can achieve about 1.2 ~ 2.3 meters accuracy in real world experiments. EZ [33] and RADAR [2] yield 2 and 1.3 meters of localization error, respectively. Using depth-camera sensor, the Kindsight [39] scheme can track household objects with average location error of 13 cm. Using only COTS RFID products, BackPos [26] and Tagoram [18] can achieve the mean accuracy of 12.8 cm and 6.35 cm in real world deployments, respectively.

Although promising in application, CVD’s key features are not mathematically characterized by the previously related papers along with its potential not been fully developed, which might prevent us from thoroughly understanding of the rationale behind the CVD localization. We raise following issues to make clear:

**Issue 1:** why the previously proposed algorithm can achieve such accuracy? In case more or less anchors or different network region sizes are required, to what level of accuracy can we expect? Unless we find the quantitative relationship between anchor number $n$, network size and the accuracy, to answer the question we have to perform experiment for each situation.

**Issue 2:** What is the optimal time complexity for a CVD scheme? Actually, to localization, SBL [40] consumes $O(n^2)$ time and $O(n^2)$ storage and RF-Compass [42] consumes $O(rank \cdot N^2)$ time. Here $N$ is the number of the constraints, which is equivalent to $O(n^2)$ in this paper’s symbolic system, thus the time complexity is $O(n^2)$. In this paper we show the optimal time and space complexities of CVD scheme are $O(n^2)$ and $O(n^2)$, respectively.

**Issue 3:** Do the previously related algorithms take full advantage of the topology information that CVD can provide? The answer is no. In fact, using only the information provided by one attached polygon which the unknown node resides in for localization, previously schemes utilize only $O(1)$ CVD’s topology information. While the quantity of such information can be $O(n^2)$. This paper designs Polling technique to address this issue. The simulations show Polling can effectively improve the accuracy performance.

**Issue 4:** mathematical explanations about the fundamental features of CVD are missed in previous papers. Let us go back to Fig.1b. It is obvious that the chords of CVD tend to distribute to the center region of $K$ and Fig.1c shows further that the area of a polygon (i.e. AP) in center region is much smaller than that of a polygon in the non-center region — such phenomenon is called the Central Tendency. Can we expect the different subregions of $K$ will have different positioning errors under a CVD scheme? If so, why? And how much is it?

This paper tries to provide some understandings about the mathematical properties of CVD and shows how to utilize the topology information to further improve the accuracy performance and to handle the signal errors.

We identify two fundamental questions about CVD and the CVD localization: **Q1:** Why Central Tendency? **Q2:** What is the quantitative relationship between the number of vertices, chords and faces in CVD? The further questions might be: **Q3:** How to test the reasonableness of the theory about Central Tendency? **Q4:** To what level of accuracy does a CVD scheme can expect? **Q5:** What are the optimal time and space complexities for a CVD scheme? **Q6:** How much topology information can be utilized by a CVD scheme for localization? **Q7:** Can CVD schemes handle the signal errors?

The answers to the above questions are our contributions to the literature:

**A1:** The reason behind the Central Tendency is what we referred to as the Mirror Image distribution and its probability density function, i.e. pdf, is

$$f(x) = \frac{3(R^2 - x^2) - 2\sqrt{2}R^2}{2R^4}$$

(see section 4.1 for details). The key insight here is that we will share mirror with our image when we look at the mirror, which is analogous to a pair of beacons sharing their perpendicular bisector.

**A2:** $m_1 = m_2 + m_3 - (\sum_i m_i (t - 1)(t - 2)/2 + 1)$. This result is the key to calculate the number of polygons in CVD.

**A3:** Should the mirror image distribution is reasonable, the average length of a chord must be $\bar{C} = \sqrt{\frac{1024 - 9\pi^2}{16}}$. 

**A4:** The time complexity of CVD scheme is $O(n^2)$.
This actually gives us a simple way to test the reasonableness of the theory by simulation.

**A4**: Any level. The formula is \( z_{y_i} = f(x_{y_0}, y_0) \). For average overall localization error, 
\[
\text{Area} = \pi R^2 (0.105n^4 - 0.334n^3 + 0.765n^2 - 0.537n + 1) \]
and the denominator here is in fact the number of polygons in \( K \), which implies that the localization error is inversely proportional to the \( n \) square. As an example, in a square with side length 100 meters, in theory we can achieve 1 millimeter level accuracy provided that 300 anchors can be deployed — there is no need to worry too much about the anchor number, actually we just need one mobile anchor or a moving antenna because CVD based schemes can be incrementally performed and do not need synchronization. For average local localization error, see theorem 7 in section 4.2, 
\[
\text{Area} = \pi (q^2 - q^3) (m_{\mu - \nu}, m_{\nu}) .
\]

**A5**: It will consume \( \Theta(n^2) \) time and \( \Theta(n) \) space for an unknown node to locate itself. The optimality lies on the fact that the average edge number of an AP is 4 as \( n \rightarrow \text{large} \) (section 4.2, corollary 2) — which implies that we can calculate the intersection of a half plane and a CVD AP in \( \Theta(1) \) time.

**A6**: Usually \( O(1) \), i.e. its attached polygon (AP), for each unknown node can be used. However, with Polling technique, in theory, we can use all CVD polygons with quantity up to \( O(n^2) \) for localization. The insight about Polling is that if an unknown node \( u \) takes a wrong place as its estimation, it has a chance to be detected by \( u \)'s neighbors (including both unknown nodes and anchors) when they try to update their attached polygons according to the received signals from \( u \).

**A7**: Yes, by qADC strategy, it can. CVD schemes can be robust to the growth of signal errors (with an elegant compromise of its accuracy performance). Since there are large amount of resources (i.e. beacon pairs) can be used for localization, we can drop some of resources whose credibilities are not high enough, or formally, the difference is no more than a threshold of \( \sigma \) (here \( \sigma \) is the standard deviation of the Gaussian noise distribution, and the proper value of \( \sigma \) is 2 according to our simulation results), while still keep the reasonable accuracy.

Our findings and methods may not only just contribute to the field of the wireless network localization, some of them might also contribute to the field of the computational geometry its own.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces related works. Section 3 describes the terminologies, notations and a basic CVD scheme to facilitate our analysis. Section 4 proves the mathematical properties of CVD. Section 5 shows how Polling works. Section 6 proposes the qADC strategy to handle signal errors (which we have to face in real world) and studies accuracy performance through extensive simulations. Section 7 remarks some features of CVD based schemes. Section 8 concludes our work.

## 2 RELATED WORKS

A localization scheme usually consisted of two stages: the **measurement stage** in which the raw measurement information such as signal strength or traveling time [1] is collected; and the **retrieving stage** in which the desired location knowledge is revealed and refined through some mathematical computation models such as triangulation, multilateration, Bayesian methods [27], neural networks [28], etc. It seems that the accuracy performance ultimately limited by the underlying signal technology employed in the measurement stage. In this section we mainly group the related works according to the different kinds of measurements.

![Illustration for the principles of some location computing models](image)

**Fig. 2.** Illustration for the principles of some location computing models. (a) Triilateration [3], [10], [44]: unknown position can be revealed by calculating the unique intersection of 3 circles. (b) Multilateration [11], [12], [13]: the unknown position can be estimated by minimizing the differences between the estimated distances and the measured distances (through some Maximum Likelihood methods, for example MMSE—Minimum Mean Square Estimate). (c) Hyperbolic localization [7], [8], [37]: unknown node lies at the intersection of two hyperbolas (at least three anchors or two sets of hyperbolas are required). (d) Triangulation [9], [17]: with trigonometry laws of sines and cosines, the desired position can be revealed. (e) Proximity localization [21]: choose the center of the overlapping areas as the estimate. (f) PIT (Point-In-Triangulation test) [22]: if no neighbor is further from or closer to the three anchors simultaneously, the unknown node assumes it is inside the triangle. Choose the center of the triangles intersection as the position estimate. (g) Location sequences for a four-reference-node space division (anchors are labeled with 1, 2, 3 and 4, respectively) [40]: By selecting a nearest sequence from the sequence table, unknown node localizes itself to the point that this sequence represented. (h) Radio Map [2], [33], [34], [41]: also known as the fingerprint method. By searching the most likely matching signal pattern in database, which is usually constructed in advance, this method can pinpoint the target with acceptable accuracy.

### 2.1 RSSI

**RSSI (Received Signal Strength Indicator)** implemented with RF transmitters and receivers [2], which is one of the simplest approach because most radio communication
devices come with built-in RSS indicator hardware.

Combined with a channel model, RSSI can be used to provide distance estimate [3]. In a 2D region, three (or more) anchors are required to locate an unknown node — the corresponding process is called the trilateration (or multilateration). See Fig.2a and Fig.2b for illustration.

Although measuring RSS is in available in most sensor nodes, such techniques have to face some baptism of practice [4], [7], such as obstacles, multipath effects and background noise, which often lead to large errors in distance evaluation. In [13], the bias and variance issues in estimating distance from RSS under log-normal shadowing channel model are considered. The authors show that both the bias and the MSE (Mean-Square Error) of MLE (Maximum Likelihood Estimator) grow exponentially with the noise power. Therefore the RSSI technique, especially the one that directly mapping RSSI values to Euclidean distances is not accurate and its adoption should be confined to the applications require only coarse estimation.

The active badge project [10], developed in AT&T Cambridge, employs a centralized service to locate people who wear badges (infrared sensors) that transmitting signals. The RADAR [2] system uses RF signal strength receiving from three fixed stations to track user locations within a building. SpotOn project [31] developed a fine grained tagging technology based on RF signal strength analysis for three dimensional location sensing.

AHLos (Ad-Hoc Localization System) [11], consisted of two phases (ranging and estimation) and three multilateration processes (atomic, iterative and collaborative), have been employed to obtain the position estimates. Based on AHLos, the n-hop multilateration primitive [12] uses the Kalman Filter to set up a gradient which enables nodes to estimate their globally optimal positions by performing the computation locally (some beacons need to be deployed to the network edges).

APIT [22] employs an area-based approach named PIT (Point-In-Triangulation test) to perform location estimation. In PIT, unknown node tests whether it lies in the triangles formed by audible beacons and use the center of gravity of the intersection of all these triangles as its estimate. See Fig.2f for illustration. The unknown node assumes that it is inside/outside a triangle formed by three anchors by checking whether a neighbor has consistently larger or smaller signal strengths measured from these three anchors.

A sequence based localization (SBL) scheme has been introduced by Kiran Yedavalli and Bhaskar Krishnamachari [40]. The key idea of their technique is the distinct 2D space division induced by the perpendicular bisectors joining each pair of anchors. As shown in Fig.2g, each region, edge and vertex are all labeled with unique location sequence according to their distances to the anchors. Combined with some distance rank metrics, the authors developed a localization scheme which is robust to signal errors. The systematic simulations and a set of real mote experiments are performed, and the results show that SBL is a promising technique which provides better/comparable accuracy than/to some other state-of-the-art RSS based localization schemes. By showing the number of feasible sequences is $O(n^2)$, where $n$ denotes the anchor number, the authors proved that their approach consumes $O(n^2)$ time and $O(n^3)$ storage. To our knowledge, SBL is one of the first utilizations of CVD.

2.2 TOA

In a TOA (Time-Of-Arrival) based scheme [15], given the speed and propagation time of the signal, the range information between transmitters and receivers can be estimated. There are two kinds of TOA: one-way TOA and two-way TOA. The former needs a common clock to be projected into the two nodes in order to calculate the traveling time. Using the round-trip time (RTT), the two-way TOA eliminates the need of a common time reference (however, the response delay and the clock offset sometimes still cause troubles). Besides synchronization, a good LOS (Line-Of-Sight) is also required by a TOA scheme.

In GPS [5] denied environments, especially for indoor and short-distance applications, the UWB [36] (Ultra WideBand, standardized in IEEE 802.15.4a) technique recently stands out to be a promising one in high resolution range due to its particular characteristic of improved time of flight resolution, improved capability of penetrating materials, low-power and low-cost implementation. Although centimeter-level distance resolution can be achieved, many challenges still remain for UWB technique to address: multipath components, obstacles, interference, clock drift, etc. Please see [32], [35], [36] for more details.

2.3 TDOA

The most famous TDOA [8], [37] (Time Difference of Arrival) approach is GPS, which can provide a good estimate with the error less than few meters. And the most successful application using GPS might be the Google Maps, which can bring tremendous convenience to people in their daily life.

In principle, localization using TDOA can be realized by intersecting the hyperbolas which corresponds to the distance differences between the unknown node and various anchors. See Fig.2c for illustration.

The following two schemes are commonly used in TDOA computation: the first one lets synchronized anchors broadcast beacons and then unknown node measures TDOA; the second one lets unknown node broadcast signal and then the synchronized anchors compute TDOA (an information exchanging protocol between anchors is required). However, sometimes TDOA can be implemented in an alternative way: sender is equipped with special hardware that can simultaneously emit different kinds of signals (ultrasonic and RF), and receiver computes TDOA via the measured arrival times [8].

Similar to TOA, TDOA also requires precise synchronization (among reference nodes to insure a same timing offset), which might limit its usage in energy-restricted sensor networks. NLOS (Non-Line-Of-Sight) is another important issue for TDOA (and TOA) schemes to address.

Using smart phone as a supplementary to GPS to fur-
ther improve the accuracy [6], [14] is an emerging line of research in the field.

2.4 AOA
As an extension of TOA and TDOA, AOA (Angle of Arrival) schemes [9] derive location knowledge from the geometrical angles between objects. Given one side length and two angles of a triangle which formed by an unknown node and two anchors, the position of the unknown node can be unambiguously found using trigonometry. See Fig.2d for illustration. In practice, the anchors mentioned above can be different antennas in one anchor, and the angle information is obtained by measuring the difference of the signals’ phases [18], [26].

One of the significant drawbacks of AOA schemes is that the measuring angle errors grow rapidly with the increasing distance between unknown nodes and anchors. Another issue calls challenge for AOA is NLOS problem.

2.5 Connectivity and Proximity: Range-free
DV-hop [17] is a typical range-free scheme in which beacons flood their location information to the network and unknown nodes estimate their positions through some kinds of triangulation methods. DV-hop belongs to APS (Ad-hoc Positioning System) [9] which combines the distance vector with some hybrid methods to estimate the location in presence of measurement errors.

Based on connectivity and pairwise angles between nodes, the convex position estimation [20] formulates the position estimation as a linear or semidefinite programming. Simulations presented in [20] show that a quick solution for the problem of network localization with several hundred nodes is possible.

The Multi-dimensional Scaling MAP (MDS-MAP) [23] uses only the connectivity information for localization and consisted of three stages: (1) the all-pairs shortest paths algorithm is performed to obtain a distance matrix; (2) MDS technique is used to derive the node locations that fit the distances; (3) the known knowledge (beacons) is used to refine the estimations. MDS-MAP can also be performed in a range-based fashion.

The Centroid [21] uses proximity information to locate nodes: unknown nodes firstly determine their proximities to anchors and then estimate their positions by calculating the overlapping regions (see Fig.2e).

2.6 Radio Map
Instead of determining the distances between user and the anchors and triangulating the user location, radio map based schemes determine the location by comparing the measured RSSI (or other measurements) values to a signal pattern database [2]. Such database is usually constructed in an offline phase and contains the measured RSSI patterns at certain locations. In this way the channel modeling for the complex radio signal propagation is avoided. However, the offline phase is quite laborious, and the more important problem is that those patterns varying with time and vulnerable to environmental dynamics. Some online determinations for the training values have been proposed [41] to improve the reliability of fingerprints and to cope with the time-varying nature of radio environments. And much effort goes into the sites survey process removing research [33], [34].

Gauss-Markov models, Bayesian and Kalman filter etc. are commonly used math tools in the retrieving stage of the radio map schemes.

2.7 Multipath Profile
J. Wang et al. [42] proposed RF-Compass system for robot navigation and can achieve centimeter-scale accuracy. RF-Compass equipped the robot and the target object with some RFIDs and then use perpendicular bisectors generated from those RFIDs to perform space partition. RF-Compass uses a newly developed technique called Multipath Profile [43] (i.e. all the paths along which a sender’s signal propagates) to measure the relative distance between pairs of RFIDs and correctly narrows down the overlying partitions. The Multipath Profile technique uses a synthetic aperture radar (SAR) created via antenna motion to extract multipath profile and then adapt dynamic time warping (DTW) to estimate proximity of two RFIDs. Using the coordinate transformation and two or more RFIDs, RF-Compass can find the location and the orientation of the target object at the same time. RF-Compass formulates its localization task as a convex optimization problem and designs an iterative algorithm to solve it.

RF-Compass is also one kind of utilizations of CVD: the RFIDs on robot actually equivalent to the anchors and the RFIDs on target equivalent to the unknown nodes.

2.8 CSI (Channel State Information)
FILA [44] might be the first work that using CSI for localization. CSI can estimate channel in subcarrier level while RSSI in packet level. FILA first collects CSI and computes a weighted value as $\text{CSI}_{\text{std}}$ and then applies some pretrained parameters to a formula $\text{d} = \text{f}(\text{CSI}_{\text{std}})$ to calculate distance between the receiver and the sender. In Lab, FILA can achieve meter level accuracy.

NomLoc [45] use nomadic access points and CSI for indoor localization, and can achieve meter level accuracy.

2.9 Hybrid Measurements
Different measurements [19], [27], [28] such as vision [29], [39], acoustic, RF etc., can be combined together to acquire the positioning information.

2.10 Network Localization
In a network, some nodes know their locations in advance. We can propagate such knowledge across the network and guide other nodes to determine their locations according to some protocols. Such process is called the network localization [24]. If we call previously mentioned methods, as shown in Fig. 2, the single localization, then the network localization can be regarded as the social localization, which means the nodes may help others to localize themselves.

Network localization is one of the most fundamental issues about the localization. In [24], the authors raised some basic questions about network localization: What are the conditions for unique network localizability?
What is the computational complexity of network localization? Applying the concept of grounded graphs and the graph rigid theory, they obtained some profound results. They showed that a network with a biconnected grounded graph is uniquely localizable if two-hop neighbors are connected and the complexity of network localization belongs to NP-hard. Zheng, et al [16] further proposed an optimal distributed algorithm to recognize all one-hop localizable nodes by using wheel graph.

Another cornerstone of network localization is how to balance the accuracy with resource cost (e.g. energy or time consumption) when exploring the correlation among network nodes (positions and links). This issue is quite important for contemporary mobile and real-time applications. One of the most recent results has been reported in [25]. The authors formulate the network localization as the optimization problem using least squares method and apply canonical duality theory for non-convex analysis and global optimization. Their results show the general network localization problem is not NP-hard unless its canonical dual problem has no solution. Yuan, et al [38] proposed a unifying optimization framework for power allocation in both active and passive localization networks. Though a lot of efforts have been put into this line of research, to our knowledge, the issue is still open. How the uncertainty propagates, to what level of accuracy can we expect … there is so much more left of it for us to explore.

3 PRELIMINARIES

3.1 terminologies and notations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Summary of terminologies and notations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>beacon</td>
<td>an anchor, i.e. a node with known position</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unknown node</td>
<td>a node whose position is unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K$, $\partial K ,R$</td>
<td>$K$ is a 2D network region and anchors uniformly and randomly reside in it. $\partial K$ denotes the boundary of $K$. When $K$ is a disk, $R$ denotes its radius. CVD will stretch out to the whole 2D plane, and $K$ is called the Kernel of CVD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$n$</td>
<td>the number of beacons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chord</td>
<td>a segment which is the intersection of a line and $K$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AP</td>
<td>Attached Polygon. Assume $K$ is divided by chords into many small polygons and $u$ is a node inside $K$. By $AP_u$ we mean the polygon that contains $u$. Without the subscript, AP just means a polygon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>open/closed AP</td>
<td>AP with at least one/no edge lies on $\partial K$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m_i$</td>
<td>the number of APs in $K$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m_c$</td>
<td>the number of chords in $K$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$x_t$ ($t \geq 1$)</td>
<td>a point with total $t \geq 1$ lines passing through it. In Fig.3a, there are two $x_2$, three $x_3$ (enclosed with red circle) and infinite $x_\infty$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m_2$</td>
<td>is the number of events that different pair of lines passing through a common point. Fig.3a has 2 $x_2$ and 3 $x_3$, so $m_2 = 2 + \frac{3 \cdot 3}{2} = 11$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m_t$ ($t \geq 3$)</td>
<td>is the number of $x_t$ ($t \geq 3$).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Fig.3a, $m_2=3$, and $m_1,m_3=0$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2</th>
<th>Mirror Image</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$H(sign(A))$</td>
<td>a mirror image of an object $S$, denoted by $M(S)$, mirroring $S$ with respect to a given axis; this axis is called the mirror. See Fig.3b.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H(-sign(A))$</td>
<td>assume line $L$ divides the plane into two half planes and $A$ is a point not lie on $L$, then by $H(sign(A))$ (or $H(A)$) we mean the half plane that contains $A$ and $H(-sign(A))$ (or $H(-A))$ the opposite half plane</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Fig. 3. Illustration for the terminologies and notations](image)

For simplicity, we use RSSI as the measurement and unless otherwise specify, we always assume: the signal strength roughly decreases with distance; all nodes uniformly and randomly distributed in $K$; all powers are in dBm and all distances are in meter.

3.2 BCVD—a Basic CVD localization scheme

![Fig. 4. Illustration for BCVD. In the upper left corner of Fig.4, unknown node $u$ sets its initial AP as a square; in the upper right corner, based on the strengths of the received signals from anchor $A$ and $D$ (the values are shown right to the Figure), $u$ finds that it is proximity to $D$. So $u$ computes the perpendicular bisector joining $A$ and $D$ to divide the plane into two half planes, and updates its AP as $AP_u=H(sign(D)) \cup AP_u$. Finally, $u$ gets $AP_u$ (the red colored polygon) as shown in the lower right corner of Fig.4 and locates itself to the centroid of $AP_u$. See Fig.4, the idea of BCVD is quite simple: unknown node $u$ computes perpendicular bisectors of all audible anchor pairs and at each computation $u$ decides for which half plane it should belong to according to the received signals. The pseudo code of BCVD is given bellow.](image)


Output: position estimates of UnknownNodes.

BCVD (Anchors, UnknownNodes, $K$, TransPower)

1) **INITIALIZE** (UnknownNodes, $K$)
2) **MEASUREMENT** (Anchors, UnknownNodes, TransPower)

3) for each \( v \in \text{UnknownNodes} \)

4) **UPDATE** \((v)\)

5) for each \( v \in \text{UnknownNodes} \)

6) \( v.\text{EstimatedPosition} \leftarrow \text{centroid}(v.\text{AP}) \)

7) return position estimates of UnknownNodes

**INITIALIZE** (UnknownNodes, \( K \))

1) for each \( v \in \text{UnknownNodes} \) \{ 

2) \( v.\text{AP} \leftarrow \text{K} \)

3) \( v.\text{EstimatedPosition} \leftarrow \emptyset \) // empty set

4) \( v.\text{SL} \leftarrow \emptyset \) // Signal List

5) \}

6) return UnknownNodes

**MEASUREMENT** (Anchors, UnknownNodes, TransPower)

1) for each \( u \in \text{Anchors} \), using TransPower, broadcast \( \text{Beacon}_u \) to network region

2) for each \( v \in \text{UnknownNodes} \) &\& \( u \) is audible

\( // \text{Beacon}_u \) includes the \( u \)'s position, index and RSSI

3) \( v.\text{SL} \leftarrow v.\text{SL} \cup \text{Beacon}_u \)

4) return UnknownNodes // with updated signal list

**UPDATE** \((v)\)

1) \( n \leftarrow \) number of beacons in \( v.\text{SL} \)

2) Sort \( v.\text{SL} \) to descending order in accordance with the RSS value.

3) for \( i = 1 \) to \( n-1 \) \{

4) \( A \leftarrow v.\text{SL}(i) \) //selects one anchor

5) for \( j = i+1 \) to \( n \) 

6) \( B \leftarrow v.\text{SL}(j) \) //selects another anchor

7) Divides the plane into two half planes by the perpendicular bisector joining \( A \) and \( B \). Choose the half plane in which \( A \) resides as the \( H(\text{sign} \, (A)) \).

8) \( v.\text{AP} \leftarrow v.\text{AP} \cap H(\text{sign} \, (A)) \)

9) \}

10) return \( v // \) with its updated AP

## 4 PROPERTIES OF CVD

### 4.1 Fundamental Properties of CVD

**A. Central Tendency and the Mirror Image Distribution**

**Definition 1.** The Mirror Image distribution is the distribution of chords in the Kernel of CVD (See Fig.1b).

**Theorem 1.** Assume all anchors uniformly distributed in \( K \) and \( K \) is a disk (including its whole interior region) with radius \( R \). Let \( h \) denote the shortest distance from the disk center to an arbitrary chord, the \textit{pdf} (probability density function) of Mirror Image distribution, say \( f_m \), is:

\[
f_m = \begin{cases} 
\frac{3}{2} \frac{R^2 \arccos(h/R) - h \sqrt{R^2 - h^2}}{R^3} & 0 \leq h < R \\
0 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\] (1)

**Proof.** See Fig.5a. \( S \) is a bow of area \( A = R^2 \arccos(h/R) - h \sqrt{R^2 - h^2} \), by symmetry we only need to consider an arbitrary chord \( C \) as shown in Fig.5a. Regarding \( C \) as the mirror, \( C \) will be shared by every point in \( S \) and its mirror point in \( M(S) \cap K = M(S) \). Using area as a measure for the number of chords and let a positive constant \( \Delta h \to 0 \) and \( X \in [0,R] \), we can find the cumulative distribution function \( F(h) \) as:

\[
F(h) = \frac{\Delta h \sum_{i=1}^{n} S_i}{\Delta h \sum_{i=1}^{n} S_i} = \int_{0}^{h} S \cdot dh
\]

(2)

Differentiating with \( h \) on both sides of (2) and noting that \( 0 \leq h \leq R \) will complete the proof.

**B. Relationship between \( m_s \), \( m_t \) and \( m_c \)**

**Theorem 2.** Let \( K \) be a convex region and no 4 or more anchors lie on a common circle, then in CVD we have:

\[
m_f = m_s + m_t - m_c + 1
\] (3)

In case 4 or more anchors may lie on a common circle, the general form of theorem 2 is:

**Theorem 3.** Let \( K \) be a convex region, in CVD we have:

\[
m_f = m_s + m_t + \frac{\sum_{i=3}^{n} \left( \frac{i(t-1)(t-2)}{2} \right)}{2} + 1
\] (4)

Should theorem 3 can be proved, theorem 2 then follows.

**Proof of theorem 3.** It is easy to verify that when \( m_s = 0, 1 \) and 2 the equation (4) holds. Suppose (4) holds for \( m_s = k \), we now consider adding the \( k+1 \)th chord to \( K \).

Imagine the \( k+1 \) chord passing through \( K \) from one side (a start-point, abbreviated by s.p.) to another side (an end-point, abbreviated as e.p.), we can observe the following facts as shown in table 2.

**Table 2: The March of the \( k+1 \) Chord through \( K \)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Arriving at</th>
<th>( \Delta_{c/\beta} )</th>
<th>( \Delta_{sight} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( m_f )</td>
<td>( m_s )</td>
<td>( m_t )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.2 Advanced Properties of CVD

A. Average chord length

Corollary 1: assume $K$ is a disk with radius $R$, the average length of a chord, denoted by $\overline{C}$, in $K$ is:

$$\overline{C} = \frac{\sqrt{1024 - 9\pi^2}}{16} R$$

Proof. The weighted position of a chord in $K$ is

$$\overline{h} = \frac{1}{\alpha} \int_{0}^{\infty} h f(h) dh = \frac{3\pi}{32} R,$$

which gives

$$\overline{C} = 2\sqrt{R^2 - \overline{h}^2}. \quad \blacksquare$$

Note: We can verify Mirror Image Distribution by $\overline{C}$ should the theorem 1 is reasonable. Actually, we run the simulation one million times to calculate $\overline{C}$ and in each run we let different number of anchors randomly and uniformly distributed in $K$. The result shows that the average length of $C$ is $1.91R$, exactly what the equation (5) tells. Although the simulation is not necessary, the result can strengthen our confidence about the reasonableness of the mirror image distribution.

B. Two event probabilities of CVD

Theorem 4. Let $in2$ denote the event that a intersection of two arbitrary perpendicular bisectors of CVD lies inside $K$ (a disk including whole interior region), the probability of $in2$, say $Pr(in2)$, is approximately 0.84.

Proof. Taking the center of $K$ as origin, by symmetry, we only need to consider the intersections which lie on a half line from the origin $O$ to $b \to \infty$ as shown in Fig.6.

In Fig.6a, $A$ is the intersection of line $L$ and $x$-axis; $x$ is the distance between $O$ and $A$; $L \cap K$ is a chord which divides $K$ into two parts and the smaller one, denoted by $S$, is a bow. Without ambiguity, $S$ is also used to denote bow’s area. Imagine we use $A$ as a center and rotate $L$, as we do in the proof of the mirror image distribution, the sum of area $S$ can be used as a measure for the number of chords that passing through $A$ (note that each point pair is unique when we rotate $L$).

In fact, the probability that 4 or more anchors lie on a common circle is zero given the random distribution of anchors. So the most often used relationship in practice is equation (3).

Theorem 5. Let $in3$ denote the event that a common intersection of three perpendicular bisectors of CVD lies inside $K$ (a disk including its whole interior region), the probability of $in3$, say $Pr(in3)$, is approximately 0.74.

Proof. Noting that the common intersection of three perpendicular bisectors must be the circumcenter of the corresponding triangle, by symmetry of $K$ we only need to consider the circumcenters which lie on $x$-axis (from $O$ to $b \to \infty$, please see Fig.7).

Let $I$ be a measure for the number of triangles
whose circumcenters lie on x-axis inside K and J for that of outside K. We use the length of an arc which is the intersection of a circle (centered at A, see Fig. 7a for illustration) and K as a measure for the number of points that lie on the arc. Since every distinct combination of three points forms a unique triangle, we have

$$I = \sum_{i=0}^{n-2} \sum_{j=0}^{r} \pi r^3 + \sum_{r=d}^{n-2} r^2 (\arccos \frac{x^2 + r^2 - R^2}{2rx})^3$$

When x ≫ R (x is the distance from the origin to point A), as shown in Fig. 7b, the intersection arc (centered at A) can be seen as a segment. Thus, the average value of I, denoted by \( \overline{I} \), can be given by

$$\overline{I} \approx 2 \sum_{i=0}^{n-2} (R^2 - x^2)^{3/2}$$

From Set Theory we know that two segments have the same cardinality. Let \( \text{card}(in) \) denote the number of points that lie on x-axis inside K (from the origin to R) and \( \text{card}(out) \) the number of points that lie on x-axis outside K (from R to b → ∞), then \( \text{card}(in) = \text{card}(out) \). The desired probability can be written as

$$Poin(a) \approx \frac{I/\text{card}(in)}{I/\text{card}(in) + J/\text{card}(out)} = \frac{\overline{I}}{\overline{I} + J}$$

where \( \overline{I} \) is the average value of I. Instead of directly calculate \( \overline{I} \), we compute a weighted position of A as:

$$\overline{J} \approx 2 \int_0^R \left[ \pi r^3 dr + \int_0^R \left( \arccos \frac{x^2 + r^2 - R^2}{2rx} \right) dr \right] dx \approx 0.34R$$

The result of (11) is obtained through some numerical processes. Then by some manipulations, the value of the desired probability can be found.■

C. The average overall localization error

Definition 2. Suppose the average area of an AP in K (K is a disk with its whole interior region) is \( \mathcal{S} \), then the max average localization error is defined as \( \overline{d}_{err} = \frac{2\mathcal{S}}{\pi} \) and the average localization error is defined as \( \overline{d}_{err} = \frac{2\mathcal{S}}{\pi} (\sqrt{1/\mathcal{S}} + \sqrt{1/\mathcal{S}} - 1/\mathcal{S})/3 \).

(Reason for the definition: Regarding AP as a circle with area \( \mathcal{S} \) and AP’s centroid the circle center, we use the diameter of this circle as the \( \overline{d}_{err} \) and the average distance from an arbitrary point in circle to the center as \( \overline{d}_{err} \).

Theorem 6. Suppose all anchors are uniformly and randomly distributed in K (K is a disk including its whole interior region), the average overall localization error of a CVD scheme (e.g. BCVD) can be expressed as:

$$\overline{d}_{err} = \frac{2R}{\sqrt{0.105r^4 - 0.334r^2 + 0.765r^2 - 0.537n + 1}}$$

Proof. In CVD, \( n \) beacon nodes will induce \( n(n-1)/2 \) bisectors and \( n(n-1)(n-2)/6 \) triangles. Applying theorem 4 and theorem 5 to equation (3) and noting that all the biseectors can further induce \( (n/4)(n-1)(n-1)/2 \) inter-

There we have

$$m_j = \frac{n(n-1)}{2} + \frac{\text{Pr}(n-2)}{2} + \frac{n(n-1)}{2} - \frac{\text{Pr}(n-3)}{6} + 1$$

\( \approx 0.105n^4 - 0.334n^2 + 0.765n^2 - 0.537n + 1 \)

The average area of an AP is

$$\overline{\mathcal{S}}_{err} = \frac{\pi R^2}{m_j}$$

By definition 2 the desired results can be obtained. ■

Corollary 2. The average edge number of an AP in K is:

$$\overline{N}_{edge} = 50\times (0.105n^4 - 0.334n^2 + 0.765n^2 - 0.537n + 1)$$

and \( \overline{N}_{edge} = 4 \) as \( n \) → large

Corollary 2 can be verified easily and we omit its proof.

D. The average local localization error

Lemma 1. Theorem 2 holds for any convex region in CVD. See table 2, the correctness of Lemma 1 is straightforward.

Lemma 2. There are \( m_{s,q} \) faces (polygons) in a concentric circle \( q \) (q is also used for its radius) of K, and \( m_{s,q} = m_{s,q} + m_{s,q} - m_{s,q} + 1 \)

$$\begin{cases} m_{s,q} = F_0(q) \cdot n(n-1)/2 \\ m_{s,q} = F_1(q) \cdot \text{Pr}(n-2) \cdot n(n-1)(n(n-1)-2)/8 \\ m_{s,q} = F_3(q) \cdot \text{Pr}(n-3) \cdot n(n-1)(n(n-2))/6 \end{cases}$$

Here \( F_0(q), F_1(q) \) and \( F_3(q) \) are the distributions of \( m_{s,q} \) and \( m_{s,q} \) in \( q \), respectively. And by distribution we mean the ratio of the number in \( q \) to the corresponding number in K. As an example,

$$F_i(q) = \frac{\text{number of chords passing through } q}{\text{number of chords passing through } K}$$

To save space, we show the expressions of these three distributions in proof.

Proof. By Lemma 1, we can apply equation (3) to compute \( m_{s,q} \) and \( m_{s,q} \) in \( q \). From theorem 4 and theorem 6 we know there are \( \text{Pr}(n-2)\cdot n(n-1)-(n(n-1)/2) \) \( m_{s,q} \) in K. According to the definition of \( F_0(q) \), \( m_{s,q} \) should be \( m_{s,q} \) in \( q \).

Through two similar analyses, we can prove the correctness of the \( m_{s,q} \) and \( m_{s,q} \).

Next, we will show how to compute \( F_0(q), F_1(q) \) and \( F_3(q) \). For simplicity, we project circle \( q \) onto a unit disk with radius 1. In other words, in \( F_0(q), F_1(q) \) and \( F_3(q) \), \( q \) is actually the ratio \( q/R \).

By theorem 1, the ratio of the number of chords that intersecting a concentric circle \( q \) to all chords number is \( F(h) \). Replacing the tuple \( (h, R) \) with \( (q, 1) \) yields

$$F_i(q) = 3q \cdot \text{arccos}(q) - \sqrt{1 - q^2} - r^2 \sqrt{1 - q^2}/2 + 1$$

Let \( f_2 \) be a measure for \( m_{s,q} \) at a point inside K, from theorem 4 we know \( f_2(\sqrt{x^2+y^2})^2 \). By symmetry, the distribution of \( f_2 \) in K is \( F_2(q) + \sum_{f_1=0}^{f_2=0} f_1 f_2 f_2 f_2 f_2 f_2 f_2 \). Again, we will let \( R=1 \). Many ways, such as numerical integration, fitting, etc., can compute \( F_2(q) \). As an example, the Taylor polynomial approximation may lead to

$$F_2(q) = 0.013q^2 - 0.03q^2 + 0.022q^2 + 0.46q^2 - 1.7q^2 + 2.2q^2$$

Let \( f_3 \) be a measure for \( m_{s,q} \) at a point inside K, theorem 5 tells

$$f_3 \approx \frac{\sum_{r=0}^{\infty} \pi r^3 + \sum_{r=d}^{r=0} r^2 (\arccos \frac{x^2 + r^2 - R^2}{2rx})^3}{2nr}$$
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By symmetry, the distribution of $f_3$ in $K$ is $F_3(q) = \sum_{q} f_3/\sum_{q} f_3$. Applying Taylor polynomial approximation we may find

$$F_3(q) \approx 0.059q^2 - 0.87q^3 + 0.25q^4 - 3.3q^5 + 2.6q$$

Theorem 7. Let $q$, $qq$ be two concentric circles (of $K$) with radius of $q$ and $qq$, respectively, and $q < qq$. The average localization error for subregions lie between these two circles (or annulus) is

$$d_{local} \approx 2 \frac{\pi(q)^2 - q^2}{3}$$

$$m_{q,qq} = (F_3(q) - F_3(q)) \cdot n(n-1)/2$$

$$m_{qq,qq} = (F_3(q) - F_3(q)) \cdot Pr[(n-1)(n-n-1)-2]/8$$

$$m_{QQ,qq} = (F_3(q) - F_3(q)) \cdot Pr[(n-1)(n-n-2)]/6$$

(18)

**Proof.** In BCVD an unknown node $v$ updates its AP at most $\Theta(n^2)$ times because the total number of chords is $n(n-1)/2$ and each update costs $\Theta(1)$ time because the average edge number of an AP is 4. $n$ beacon nodes will incur $\Theta(n)$ storage to be consumed by the v.SL.

A CVD scheme has to compute $\Theta(n^2)$ lines in the worst case to form the CVD. Thus BCVD is optimal.

To close this section, we would like to point out that even without theorem 2, just by pure mirror image distribution, we can still compute a lower bound for the average area of a polygon in any subregion of $K$ (the proof is omitted). The mirror image distribution is thus considered the most fundamental property of CVD.

**5 THE POLLING TECHNIQUE**

Utilizing only one AP for an unknown-node to locate itself, BCVD actually leaves other $O(n^2)$ APs along with their potential not being fully developed. Can we take advantage of those APs? The answer is yes!

**5.1 Principle of the Polling**

**Proposition 1.** Suppose $u$ is a point inside $K$, there must be at least one AP in CVD contains $u$.

**Definition 3.** As shown in Fig.9, two lines, say Line 1 (perpendicular bisector joining $A$ and $B$) and Line 2 (perpendicular bisector joining $\tilde{A}$ and $B$), divide the plane into four parts. The Error Region $(ER)$ is

$$ER = \{H(-\text{sign}(\tilde{A})) \cap H(-\text{sign}(B))\} \cup \{H(\text{sign}(\tilde{A})) \cap H(\text{sign}(B))\}$$

(20)

**Proof.** In BCVD an unknown node $v$ updates its AP at most $\Theta(n^2)$ times because the total number of chords is $n(n-1)/2$ and each update costs $\Theta(1)$ time because the average edge number of an AP is 4. $n$ beacon nodes will incur $\Theta(n)$ storage to be consumed by the v.SL.

A CVD scheme has to compute $\Theta(n^2)$ lines in the worst case to form the CVD. Thus BCVD is optimal.

To close this section, we would like to point out that even without theorem 2, just by pure mirror image distribution, we can still compute a lower bound for the average area of a polygon in any subregion of $K$ (the proof is omitted). The mirror image distribution is thus considered the most fundamental property of CVD.

**5.3 Properties of BCVD**

**Theorem 8.** Given $n$ beacon nodes uniformly distributed in $K$, the localization error of BCVD is inversely proportional to the square of $n$.

From theorem 6, we can find point-blank the correctness of theorem 8.

**Theorem 9.** An on-line implementation of BCVD can be performed by an unknown node within $\Theta(n^2)$ time and $\Theta(n)$ storage, and both are optimal.
out is triggered. Finally, A will take the centroid of the accepted positions as the estimate.

Due to some reasons (positions, RSS errors, etc.), there has the situation that all A’s propositions be declined. In such case, the algorithm will choose the LP (Least Position, i.e. a position with the number of denied-votes is the least) as the estimate. In case more than one position is LP, the algorithm will use the centroid of those LPs as A’s final decision (Note: all the accepted positions are LPs — the number of negative votes is zero).

**Proposition 2** (principle of Polling). Suppose all nodes uniformly distributed in network region. A proposition receiving smaller number of the negative votes is closer to the real position than that of a proposition receiving larger number of negative votes, on average. Proposition 2 is based on the following two observations.

**Observation 1.** As shown in Fig.10a, when we shift line L2 to L3, which is called the translation, the error region ER will change accordingly. Let ER1 (formed by L2 and L1) denotes the area of \( \text{ER} \cap K \) before translation, and ER2 (formed by L3 and L1) the area of \( \text{ER} \cap K \) after translation; we assert that \( \text{P} \in \text{ER}1 \implies \text{P} \in \text{ER}2 \implies \text{P} \in \text{ER}1 \). This is because translation can take place at anywhere in K, which equivalent to the procedure that we first form an ER and then randomly deploy K and compute \( K \cap \text{ER} \). By symmetry of ER, we have the assertion.

In Fig.10b, using the intersection of L3 and L1 as the center, we rotate L3 to L4 after a translation from L2 to L3. Through a similar analysis, we have \( \text{P} \in \text{ER}1 \implies \text{P} \in \text{ER}2 \implies \text{P} \in \text{ER}1 \) [4].

**Observation 2.** As shown in Fig.10c, suppose B is a beacon at position \((w, z)\) and A an unknown node which now wants to determine its position. If \( \tilde{\alpha} \) (A’s proposition) moves along a line passing through B, we shall see the translation of ER. Now consider the case that \( \tilde{\alpha} \) moving along a ray originated from A. Assume \( \tilde{\alpha} \) moves from E to C \( \{ \tilde{\alpha} = p, \tilde{\alpha} = q \} \), the boundary of ER will change from LC to LE. Such action can be regarded as a translation \( \Delta \text{DFG} \), plus a rotation \( \Delta \text{ABC} \), which is similar to the process shown in Fig.10b except an extra triangle \( \Delta \text{DFG} \). The area of \( \Delta \text{DFG} \) is finite when \( z \neq 0 \) (when \( z=0 \), we shall see a translation of ER). Thus in most situations, we still have \( \text{ER2} \geq \text{ER1} \). So, if \( \tilde{\alpha} \) moves from E to C or in other words, moves from a small circle to a larger one (both centered at A), the probability of \( \tilde{\alpha} \) suffering more negative votes will increase.

**5.2 BCVD + Polling**

**Input:** Anchors, UnknownNodes, K, TransPower.  
**Output:** position estimates of UnknownNodes.

**BCVD+Polling(Anchors, UnknownNodes, K, TransPower)**

1. **Initialize** (UnknownNodes, K)
2. **Measurement** (UnknownNodes, TransPower)
3. for each \( v \in \text{UnknownNodes} \)
   4. **Update**\( (v) \)
5. for each \( v \in \text{UnknownNodes} \)
6. **Polling**\( (v, \text{Anchors}, \text{UnknownNodes}, \text{TransPower}) \)
7. for each \( v \in \text{UnknownNodes} \)
   8. \( v.\text{LeastPosition} \leftarrow \text{choose the positions from } v.\text{PollingPosition whose numbers of negative votes are the least } v.\text{EstimatedPosition} \leftarrow \text{centroid}(v.\text{LeastPosition}) \)
9. return \( \text{UnknownNodes} \) with their estimates

**Polling**\( (v, \text{Anchors}, \text{UnknownNodes}, \text{TransPower}) \)

1. \( v.\text{PollingPosition} \leftarrow \text{uniformly selects several positions from } v.\text{AP} \)
2. \( \Delta \leftarrow \text{randomly selects } t \text{ neighbors of } v / \Delta \text{ is a variable; } t \text{ is a predefined positive integer; neighbors including both anchors and unknown nodes} \)
3. Using TransPower broadcast \( v.\text{PollingPosition} \) to \( \Delta \)
4. for each \( u \in \Delta \)
   5. for each \( B \in \text{Anchors} & B \neq u \)
   6. for each \( A \in v.\text{PollingPosition} \)
   7. Divides the plane into two half planes by the perpendicular bisector joining A and B. By comparing the measured signal strengths received from \( v \) and \( B \), \( u \) chooses the half plane which \( u \) believes it should belong to as the \( H(u) \).
   8. if \( u.\text{AP} \cap H(u) \neq \emptyset \)
   9. \( u \) rejects A
10. \}
11. \}
12. \( u \) sends a packet enclosed with its opinion on \( v.\text{PollingPosition} \) to \( v \)
13. \}
14. \( v.\text{PollingPosition} \leftarrow \text{results of the voting statistics} \)
15. return \( v / \) with polling results.

**Theorem 10:** Let \( t \) be the maximum number of the neighbors selected to respond to an unknown node’s Polling request. Suppose the number of positions selected by any unknown node in its Polling is no more than a constant, the time complexity for performing one Polling request is \( O(nt) \), and the time complexity of BCVD+Polling is \( O(n^{t+4}nt) \).

According to theorem 6, the number of polygons in K is \( O(n^2) \), thus the maximum effective number of \( t \) is \( O(n^2) \) and a larger value of \( t \) actually reaps no more fruits. In fact, during Polling, we usually let \( t \) no more than a constant value or \( n \). So BCVD+Polling still can be performed...
in $O(n^2)$ time in practice.

5.3 Illustration for BCVD & Polling

![Illustration for BCVD & Polling](image)

**Fig. 11.** Illustration for BCVD (RSS errors free). (a) The initial nodes distribution and CVD (the UPDATE subroutine is just finished). The red dashed lines show the Voronoi division. (b) Overview for the localization error of BCVD. In this picture, unknown nodes locate themselves by taking the centroids of their APs. In signal errors free scenarios, with probability 1, both real and estimated positions of an unknown node are in a common Voronoi cell. In addition, theorem 6 predicts that for this scenario $d_{c,>10.4}$. Although here $K$ is a square ($100 \times 100$), the theoretical result is still a reasonable prediction (the average simulation positioning error $\approx 9.0$).

![Illustration for Polling](image)

**Fig. 12.** Illustration for Polling (RSS errors free). (a) Polling results for each unknown node; In the AP of the unknown node at (49.8, 35), we can see that even all propositions are declined Polling still can provide us with a good estimation. (b) Overview for the localization error of BCVD+Polling. Compared with Fig.11b, Polling reduces more than half of the BCVD’s localization error.

6 PERFORMANCE STUDY THROUGH SIMULATIONS

In this section we will: (1) present our strategy for CVD schemes to handle signal errors; (2) show that Polling works in signal errors penetrated scenarios; (3) compare BCVD with some other RSSI based schemes.

6.1 RSS model

We employ a widely used log-norm shadowing model [2, 3] to predict RSSI values:

$$P_R(d) = P_T - P_L(d_0) - 10\eta \log_{10}(d/d_0) + X_o$$

(21)

Where $P_R$ is the received signal power; $d$ is the T-R (Transmitter-Receiver) separation distance; $P_T$ is the transmitter power; $P_L(d_0)$ is the loss for a reference distance of $d_0$; $\eta$ is the loss exponent; $X_o$ is a Gaussian random variable which denotes the random variation in RSS measurement and $X_o \sim N(0, \sigma^2)$. See table 3.

**TABLE 3** [2, 3, 40]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Typical value</th>
<th>Typical Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$P_T$</td>
<td>4 dBm</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_L(d_0)$</td>
<td>55 (dB), $d_0=1m$</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\eta$</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma$</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$n$</td>
<td>5,10</td>
<td>5-15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size of $K$ (a square)</td>
<td>100\times100</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.2qADC—a Strategy for Signal Errors Handling

Let $\sigma_c$, where $c$ is a positive constant, be a predefined threshold; we modify BCVD and Polling procedure as the following: in step 7 of UPDATE subroutine and in step 7 of POLLING subroutine, before generating the perpendicular bisector to join two positions, say A and B, the algorithm will make sure that the absolute difference between the two signal strengths (measured from A and B, respectively) is greater than $c\sigma$. Otherwise, the algorithm will silently ignore this beacon pair and turn to the next one. The strategy mentioned above is called qADC (quasi Analog-to-Digital Conversion) due to the similarity between qADC and the traditional ADC. In fact, using qADC, we "safely" translate a real world scenario to a RSS errors near-free scenario at the cost of some reasonable information (or accuracy) loss.

6.3 Performance of BCVD+Polling

See table 4, in most cases, BCVD+Polling performs better than pure BCVD, which implies Polling works even in signal errors presence environments. And the appropriate value of $c$ for typical $n$ under qADC is 2.

The benefit provided by Polling decreases with the growth of $\sigma$. However, this is not the Polling’s fault. We can hardly imagine other RSSI based schemes can avoid suffering from such baptism.

**TABLE 4**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>n</th>
<th>c</th>
<th>$\sigma$</th>
<th>BCVD</th>
<th>BCVD+Polling</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>18.1</td>
<td>13.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>22.6</td>
<td>23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>26.6</td>
<td>27</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>29.1</td>
<td>27.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>36.7</td>
<td>31.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>16.3</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>n</th>
<th>c</th>
<th>$\sigma$</th>
<th>BCVD</th>
<th>BCVD+Polling</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>18.1</td>
<td>13.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>22.6</td>
<td>23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>26.6</td>
<td>27</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>29.1</td>
<td>27.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>36.7</td>
<td>31.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>16.3</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6.4 Comparison Between BCVD+Polling and Some Other RSSI Based Localization Schemes

**APIT** [22]: Utilizing measured RSSI, APIT localizes unknown node by computing the intersection of triangles in which the node resides. However, APIT’s constraints on node density, distribution and the transmission radius may not very practical, especially for sparse network. So we modify APIT as: Let 85% of APIT tests be correct.

**Proximity**: The Proximity scheme [21] localizes unknown node by computing the intersection of communication disks in which the node resides. For simplicity, we set the anchor transmission radius to 0.3×side-length-of-K. Directly comparing Proximity with other schemes may not fair for others because in such case Proximity actually does not take any RSS errors into consideration. However, the knowledge gained from Proximity can be the inputs of BCVD+Polling. So we compare Proximity to Proximity+BCVD+Polling.

**Multilateration**[11,12]: The following estimator is employed in simulation (the interpolating polynomial can be an alternative choice):

\[ d = d_0 \times 10^{0.15 \left( P_2 - P_1 (d_0) - P_2 (d) \right)} \] (22)

**Voronoi scheme**: is a virtual localization scheme; it locates unknown node simply by taking the centroid of the Voronoi cell which, based on the measured RSSIs, the unknown node believes itself is reside in.

Main results are as follows: Fig.13 shows that the error performance of BCVD+Polling is better than that of APIT, Proximity and Voronoi. These four schemes are all area-based schemes: they localize nodes by computing some kinds of areas. The accuracy of such schemes mainly depends on two factors: the number and the quality of the utilized areas. In APIT, though the number of anchor-triangles can achieve \(O(n^2)\), the quality of those areas are not very satisfactory. Here quality means the coverage and the correctness (1 - the ratio that an unknown node mistakenly believes that it lies in an area which actually not) of the area. A deployment problem of APIT is shown in Fig.14. The major drawbacks of Proximity and Voronoi scheme are the same: the quantity of their utilized areas is only \(O(n)\). Therefore, the positioning error decreases only at the speed of \(O(n^{1/2})\), while the convergence speed for a CVD based scheme, according to Theorem 8, is \(O(n^2)\).

**Fig. 13** Average location errors of the six schemes: APIT, Multilateration, Proximity, Voronoi, BCVD+Polling and Proximity+BCVD+Polling.

**Fig. 14** APIT’s coverage problem. No beacon triangle contains the unknown node (red colored point lies at the lower left corner).

Multilateration using MMSE (Minimum Mean Square Estimate) and an ideal estimator (formula (21)) as known priori to provide exact solution (see Fig.13c) for localization when \(\sigma=0\). In real world, such exact solution does not exist. See Fig.13a and Fig.13b, the real challenge for this scheme is that the localization error grows exponentially with \(\sigma\) [13]. The reason can be inferred from formula (22).

Combined with the Proximity, BCVD+Polling can reduce, though not very significant, some localization errors further. More than the insignificant upgrading of the error performance, the significance of what happened here is that BCVD+Polling can seamlessly take other localization results, sometimes even its own results, as the inputs and refine the previously obtained knowledge.
7 REMARKS

When an unknown node can not hear all beacons directly, it will compute a local CVD (i.e. CVD_{sub}) based on the audible beacons. Those audible beacons are a subset of all beacons, so CVD_{sub} ⊆ CVD_{overall} (the CVD computed on the set of all beacons). In such case, the unknown node may suffer some accuracy loss because its AP might be a collection of polygons in CVD_{overall} and the accuracy performance is thus determined by the number of audible beacons.

For simplicity, we assume K is a disk (including its whole interior region). However, it is not difficult to see that the analysis method can be applied to other scenarios where K is not a disk.

Synchronization, which is highly depended by TOA and TDOA schemes, is not required by BCVD or other CVD based schemes. CVD based schemes, for example, BCVD, can be performed in an incremental fashion, which can let algorithm gradually refine the position estimation according to the newly measured signals.

A mobile anchor or moving antenna can provide tremendous number of anchors to a CVD scheme. With the quadratic convergence speed, even using only the cheapest RSSI, a CVD scheme has the potential to quickly achieve the accuracy level we want.

CVD & Polling schemes can be integrated into other localization methods and vice versa to achieve the potential better accuracy performance. Regarding the original scheme as an optimization problem, to locate an unknown node \( u \), for each edge of AP, we simply add a linear inequality constraint (based on the received signal strengths and the coordinates of the corresponding anchor pairs) to the original constraint set; for Polling, we first compute a convex hull or a bounding box of the least positions, and then for each boundary edge we add a constraint to the original constraint set. In this way, other schemes can take full advantage of CVD and Polling.

CVD based schemes can be applied in both indoor and outdoor environments.

CVD based algorithms do not need to directly translate a signal to the Euclidean distance. It does not matter what kind of communication model be employed. GCM (Gauss Channel Model), Rayleigh fading channel model or other physical models are all the same from CVD's perspective. What a CVD scheme really cares about is the relative difference between measurements. Any measurement changing roughly monotonically with the distance can be applied by CVD schemes. Such measurements are common in natural world. Other than RSSI, we can use TOA, hops of traveling packets, strength of acoustic wave, concentration of chemicals, gravity of objects, etc. for localization. Actually, we can hardly imagine what kind of communication signal has no properties changing roughly monotonically with the distance.

8 CONCLUSION

CVD scheme together with Polling and qADC can provide a simple, robust and powerful solution to the wireless network localization.
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